You will find that sorting your stuff is as easy as 1, 2, 3...

STEP 1

DONATE

Is it something that you really won’t use again? Could someone give it a second life?

- Kitchenware
- School supplies
- Home furnishings
- Cleaning products
- Storage containers
- Working electronics
- Clean sheets & towels
- Unopened food products
- Clean, unwanted clothing

STEP 2

RECYCLE

Is it something that can be broken down and made into a new product?

- Paper
- Glass
- Plastics
- Cardboard
- Aluminum/metal
- Condiment containers

If you’re in doubt, recycle!

STEP 3

LANDFILL

Is it something that most definitely can’t be reused or repurposed?

- Styrofoam
- Weird stuff
- Perishable foods
- Food-soiled paper
- Wrappers and plastic film

Wondering where all your piles go after you’ve sorted your room?
← Take donations to the bin in the lobby then deposit recycling and trash outside in labeled dumpsters

Have questions or want to make Cal Poly Zero Waste efforts even better?
← Contact Anastasia Nicole, Sustainability Coordinator at anicole@calpoly.edu